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Day 7 of 29 days - resistance 
TITLE: "Confused and Lost" 
By Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
Size: 9x12 
Medium: Sketch pad, micronperm pen, no. 2 pencil, some photoshop ( to 
add texts and blood over his/her back of the head) 
Theme: career confusion 
Description: Image of a person being confused- apparently he/she doesn't 
have any decision already on what he/she wants to be , even a few years 
after high school.There is a hand offering a help, and images of the 
occupations he/she had thought of being, but his/her dream had been 
denied because of his "deafness" after being told by his/her teacher or 
parents, or counselor. Now he/she is trapped in the hopeless indecisive 
maze as well as loses his/her identity. Low- Esteem has been identified. 
We must not let anyone intimdiate us with our dreams of being what we 
want to be. Audism is a no-no!! Stop! Let us choose freely!	  



 
Annick Adda-Sarma Gershwind 
DAY 7: MAZE 
11inx14in paper bristol, watercolor. 
 
TWO DIFFERENT WAYS OF LIFE.  
DEUX DIFFERENTS CHEMINS DE LA VIE. 



	  
PAC-SIGN VS AGB (2016) 
Arnaud Balard 
www.facebook.com/Surdism 
#DeVIA29Challenge. Day 8 Maze (Resistance) 
unfinished project. 
Inspired by my first drawing "Pacman antiaudist" published in my column of 
Echo Magazine (Journal of the Deaf in France). Look at this link => 
https://www.facebook.com/Surdism/photos/a.10151467832390445.839829.
345665875444/10156527258085445/?type=3&theater  
 
I see a pac-sign devour point by point in the big maze ! To be successful in 
breaking the bell, he must swallow the last point to access the Deafhood !  
A very long complicated Deafhood's journey....	  
	  



	  
Kat Brockway  
Day 7, MAZE, R 
"Limited Maze of Success" 
ipad, art studio 
in light of yesterday's oppression by HEARING think Deaf Professionals' 
research and valid interviews are the unfounded facts and founded as lies. 
Hearing Professionals push us in their direction, not ours. Ours have limited 
roads to Success. 
 
 
 
 



 
My Inner Maze. Prismacolor/ink. David Call 2016 
 
My Inner Maze reflects my journey throughout my young childhood. 
 
You can try to trace my journey thru those maze tunnels and rooms. 



	  
TITLE: the aMAZing audiogram 
NAME: Karen Christie 
Medium: Fabric pieces (some painted) on dark blue background (approx 6 
x9) 
Theme: Deafhood Journey 
 
Day 7 (maze) and Day 15 (wind up key){okay so I cheated again and put 
two motifs in one!} 
 
Description: Image of two mice, a maze and a piece of cheese. One of the 
mice has a wind up key implanted on its back and the other has an ear 
implanted on its back (see this incredibly gross video of “growing an ear on 
the back of a mouse: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QlWBnL0zjU). 
The maze is designed to look like an audiogram with left and right ear 
sound notations…At the exit of the maze is a piece of cheese.	  
	  
	  



	  
Aurelio Cruz  
 
Title: Puzzle Language 
 
Motif: Maze, Resistance  
 
Size: 8.5 x 11 
 
Materials: 
Willow Charcoal 
Colored Chalk Pastels 
Sketch Acid Free 
 
 
 
 



	  
Day 7 of #devia29challenge.  
 
Title: "Eddie's Road Map" 
By: Amy Cohen Efron 2016 
Size: approx 26" x 18" 
Materials: Legos, glue, paper and paint.  
Eddie, a nickname for the EHDI (Early Hearing Detection & Intervention) is 
a huge thing happening right now. Eddie has a road map. In this map, 
directions are quite obvious however, many people would choose straight 
ahead through the long winding roads with so many obstacles and 
challenges. People tend to ignore by making a right turn to the "right way."  
 
Eddie, please take the right decision by making a right turn.	  



	  
Maria	  Dollhopf	  
Struggling	  for	  Unity	  
#DeVIA29Challenge	  
Day	  7	  of	  29	  :	  Maze	  
Media:	  3D	  design	  &	  Photoshop



	  
+ Eugenics: Raise your paw if you ... 
Encaustic mixed media 
P Durr 
18 x 14 
Will try to put up video soon as it's kinda hard to see somethings in pix  
Ag bell invisible speech drawing pix of kids w CI diagrams of stem cell 
treatment and Dan and eugenics tree and bells Deaf hereditary family tree 
study and pAvlov dog and Pavlov experiment and and and ...	  
	  
	  
	  



	  
Rosemary	  Parker	  Edwards	  	  
	  
Maze:	  some	  people	  just	  prefer	  to	  go	  thru	  maze	  for	  something	  they	  
believe	  in	  while	  there	  is	  an	  easier	  path	  to	  something	  that	  does	  work!	  
#DeVIA29Challange	  
	  
	  



	  
Jerry	  Grant	  



	  
MAZE motif, resistance 
Day 7 of 29 days 
Paul Kiel 
#DeVIA29Challenge 
8" by 10" 
Prismacolor Black Ink on white paper  
A Journey into Deafhood - the maze shows a lot of detours and turns to 
reach the Deafhood. It takes a journey to do it. Many Deaf adults take the 
time to review and understand what Deafhood is all about 
2/07/16 Day 7 



 
MAZE 
Ellen Mansfield 



	  
Day	  #7	  
"Mazelogy"	  
Artist:	  Tracey	  Milo	  
12x12	  
Medium:	  Charcoal	  and	  Sakura	  pens	  
"A	  deaf	  student	  was	  told	  to	  wear	  hoop-‐loop	  nonstop	  to	  walk	  through	  the	  
Mazeology	  to	  win	  a	  prize	  which	  never	  happen.	  Frusration	  exploded!"	  
	  
 
 



 
Laurie Rose Art Studio 
Laurie Rose Monahan 
Day 7 - maze - R 
"Misguided Parents" 
Photoshop 10x10 



	  
Day 6: Maze Motif #2 
Stevie Naeyaert  
"Deaf Education Maze: So Many Barriers" 
2016 
 
Created on iPad w/ Apple Pencil using #Paper53 App #MadeByPaper 
 
[image description: Simple maze with colorful dots. Many dots clustered 
inside first barrier. Few dots make it out the maze.] 



	  
Day 6: Maze Motif #1 
Stevie Naeyaert  
"The Maze: Raising a Deaf Child" 
2016 
Drawn on iPad w/ Apple Pencil using #Paper53 App #MadeByPaper 
 
Traced images. 
 
[image description: traced image of the Maze from Stephen King's "The 
Shining". Danny and Wendy (mom and son) wandering lost inside the 
maze. Unintelligible signs all over - instructions no one can understand.]	  
	  
	  
 
 
 
 



 
February 2016: Day 7 - Maze motif 
 
Title: "Empty Deaf Isolated Room"(video) 
Artist: Teresa Pegram 
Medium: my shoebox inside that fills with the following motifs: stripe-printed 
chair, fish tank on the table, my shadow, my window on new wall, my 
hanging bell on the outside pole, and my hanging birdhouse outside. 
 
New addition is a 2"x2" sized Maze clock on the wall that is photoshoped 
with a digital clock to be added on the Maze puzzle portrait to be cut out 
paper and glued on the cardboard inside with white wired acting as wall 
hook. 
 
Description: in this room (shoebox) that represents me expressing how i 
feel being alone isolated living in a small rural farming as deaf person to 
spend my time adding each day's motifs in order to sit down imaging 
myself what i see this empty room will be... 
 
Now i see my room wall looks plain empty. So i went to Home Decor store 
looking around anything odd or abstract decorated clock for my wall.  
 
Guess what!!! I found and bought a Maze digital clock that is PERFECT for 
my wall. Let me show you what it looks like. Smile! 
https://www.facebook.com/teresa.pegram/videos/g.344225502318608/101
53323625997765/?type=2&theater 



	  
Day 7 of 29 Days 
MAZE motif, resistance 
Title: Help Deaf Child Find The Lightbulb 
Theme: Deaf Children Rights 
Nancy Rourke  
This painting shows a maze game. Help Deaf child find the lightbulb, after 
going through language deprivation for years from childhood to adulthood, 
still struggle to fully understand. To prevent from language deprivation, a 
Deaf child understands instantly because of ASL. The lightbulb is a motif, 
meaning understand instantly. With speech and listening only, where is 
ASL that a Deaf child can visually understand what the world is about?	  



	  
Diane	  Squires	  
Motif:	  Maze,	  Resistance	  
Medium:	  ArtRage	  (Yes...my	  hand	  drawing).	  
'Your	  Choice'	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



 
Storme Ren Heidi  
Day 7, MAZE  
"aMAZE8Putz" 
The morass of the medical perspective & the disenfranchised. 
Enter the ambiguity that parents face.  
Get to (here) "hear" because of course everyone wants to!  
My smart assery with the constant barrage of 'watch them hear for the first 
time' - 'isn't it wonderful!' - 'amazing!' - 'something they didn't have, now 
they do, of course it's good'...  
Most of us are just glad to get out alive, the rest, have found the least 
restrictive, non-maze, route, or had parents who circumvented the whole 
medical route.  



 

	  
Maze - Motif, Resistance  
Day 7 of #devia29challenge  
Yusuf Yahya 
Title; Maze (2016) 
Medium: Pencil & pen sketch on paper 
Size: 12 x 18 inch 
 
"D" head is for Deaf and "H" head is for hearing (in picture). 
Some deaf people are still struggling to find jobs, very frustrated with their 
life and confusion. 
 
The hearing employer won't hire them, because they think that Deaf can't 
do anything,  
 
Otherwise, some hearing people hired by the hearing employer.  
Like they're riding on escalator as the high function.	  



	  


